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Abstract. Word Spotting of Historical Arabic Documents is a challenging task due to the complexity of
document layouts. This paper proposes a novel word spotting approach that consists of learning feature
representation to describe word images. The objective is to investigate optimal embedding spaces to extract
a discriminative word image representation. The proposed approach consists of two steps: i) construct a
CNN-based embedding space with triplet-loss and then ii) match embedding representations using the
Euclidean distance. For training, the CNN takes as input a set of triplet samples (anchor, positive sample
and negative sample). Then, the triplet loss serves to create a novel space by minimizing intra-classes
distances and maximizing inter-classes distances. The proposed approach is evaluated on the VML-HD
dataset and the experiments show its effectiveness compared to the state of the art.
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1

Introduction

Historical Arabic Documents (HAD) constitute a treasure of inestimable value and a valuable resource to represent countries culture and civilization. Hence, it is very important to save them from repeated handling to
prevent further degradation. However, storage conditions are not always adapted to this type of documents. Consequently, by digitizing historical documents, their content can be well-preserved and usable to a wide internet
community. Fast and efficient techniques should be provided to exploit and index their content. Nowadays, the
amount of digital document datasets has dramatically expanded. This calls for automatic documents processing
to understand their content and meet the users various queries such as: i) automatic transcription, ii) documents
segmentation [1], iii) layout analysis, iv) data indexation and retrieval [2, 3] and v) writer identification [4]. The
automatic processing of HAD faces many difficulties related to the poor conservation conditions and complexity
contents. These difficulties include various distortion types such as: i) the transparency effect, ii) the presence
of moisture stains absorbed by the paper, iii) the variations in paper colour, iv) the multi-directional writing,
v) the presence of folds and tears and vi) the noise based deformation due to the natural pages curvature. Fig.1
shows some examples of historical Arabic documents. Word spotting is an important task to understand and
exploit document contents by creating indexes. It is an information retrieval technique that aims to identify all
occurrences of a query word in a set of documents (for example, a book). In fact, the input is a set of unindexed
documents and the output is a ranked list of words according to their similarity to the query word. Given the
complexity of documents (layout, texture, etc.), and the fact that the segmentation of the text into words is
prone to errors, the quality of the segmented words is usually degraded. Consequently, extracting discriminant
hand-crafted features becomes a difficult task. Nowadays, researchers are interested in learning feature representations, that facilitate the extraction of useful information and improves images description/classification.
This problem was addressed by [5] to construct an embedding space based on a Siamese network [6]. The latter
consists of two neural networks with identical architectures and sharing the same parameters. Pairs of examples are presented to the Siamese network during the training to obtain feature representation pairs that are
then compared using Euclidean distance with an empirically threshold. One of the main issue with the Siamese
network is to find a suitable threshold for each pair.
In this paper, we investigate the role of learning feature representation in improving the performance of
word spotting of historical documents. More specifically, we design a word spotting method based on tripletloss for representation learning that overcomes the threshold tuning issue in the Siamese network. Triplet-loss
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Fig. 1: Examples of historical Arabic documents.

[7] is a learning algorithm used for learning similarity or embedding. This technique has been successfully
applied to extract the discriminative information from the data in different domains [8, 9]. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first research paper examining the role of representation learning based on triplet-loss in
HAD applications.
Our paper is different from [5] from the way to construct the embedding space. First, in our work we use the
triplet loss based CNN to learn a novel feature space. The CNN takes as inputs three word images: an anchor, a
positive sample and a negative sample, where anchor is the reference input. Then, it learns an embedding space
by minimizing the distance between the anchor and the positive sample, and maximizing the distance between
the anchor and the negative sample. In [5], the authors used the contrastive loss to learn the embedding space.
Their neural network takes as input a set of pairs of images (positive and negative). Then it learns a novel space
where similar examples are embedded in a representation space where they are close to each other.
In the rest of the paper, a state of the art is presented in section 2. Our approach is described in section
3. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 detail respectively the main steps of our approach: embedding space construction and
word spotting process. The experimental results are shown in section 4. Finally, section 5 provides conclusions
and perspectives.

2

State of the art

Several word spotting approaches are proposed in the literature and they can be roughly classified into two
categories: i) Segmentation-free approaches and ii) Segmentation-based approaches.
2.1

Segmentation-free approaches

The main idea of segmentation-free approaches consists of selecting patches in the input document. This can be
done using: i) a sliding window technique or ii) template matching. Regarding sliding window-based approaches,
in [10], authors formulate the keyword spotting as a search of the parameters of a Generalized Hough Transform
(GHT). It consists of two steps: a) Hash table construction and b) spotting. First, GHT parameters of the
reference dataset words are generated and saved in a Hash table to build a dictionary. Then, in the spotting step,
the GHT parameters of the query and reference images are compared using usual distances. In [11], the authors
proposed the use of Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) to describe a word image. Then, query word
and reference words are compared using a pre-trained SVM (Support Vector Machines) [12] model. Regarding
template matching-based approaches, authors of [13] proposed to use the Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC)
[14] to locate a query image in the input document. The approach consists of two steps: i) image pre-processing
and ii) word images matching. The similarity between query word and reference word image templates is
computed using the NCC algorithm. The proposed method in [15] consists of three steps: i) detection of salient
regions based on Run Length Smoothing Algorithm (RLSA) [16], ii) feature extraction based on pixel density
and iii) block-based template matching is used only on regions of interest for locating words in documents
without segmenting them.
2.2

Segmentation-Based approaches

This category of approaches consists in segmenting the input document into word parts. The latter are compared to the query word image. In [17], the input document is segmented into "sub-words" using the connected
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component algorithm [18]. Then, word images are described by angular lines, concentric circles, and geometric
features. Finally, the query and references images are compared using the Euclidean distance. In [19], the authors
proposed an approach with three major steps: i) first, the input document is segmented using the Run Length
Smoothing Algorithm (RLSA) [16], ii) second, word images are described by their vertical/horizontal histogram
and upper/lower profile and iii) finally, the Levenshtein Edit distance is used in the matching step. Moreover,
the authors of [20] proposed an unsupervised segmentation-based approach founded on line segmenting and
component extraction. From an image word, they extracted the contour of connected component as features.
Then, Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is used to match features. Kassis et al. [21], [22] proposed an approach
composed of two steps: i) word-parts feature extraction using the radial descriptor and ii) word-parts matching
where the distance between their occurrence probability histograms is computed. In [5], the word spotting task is
formulated as a classification problem. The authors proposed the use of a convolutional Siamese neural network
to learn a novel features representation (embedding). First, the two images (the query and one of the reference
words) are taken as inputs and then projects them onto the pre-learned embedding space. Second, their novel
feature representations are extracted using the Siamese CNN. Finally, the Euclidean distance is computed to
check if the two images are associated with the same word or not.
Our approach is supervised and lies in the segmentation-based category. It is important to mention that
a word spotting algorithm depends on i) the segmentation algorithm performance and ii) the word search
algorithm performance. We recall that the objective of this paper is to assess only the word search algorithm.
This explain our choice of a pre-segmented dataset.

3

Proposed approach

Fig.2 shows the flowchart of our approach. It consists of two steps: i) Embedding space construction based on
triplet-loss and ii) Word spotting based on embedding features. The first step aims to construct an embedding
space for features representation. From a pre-segmented training dataset, a set of triplets is generated. Each
triplet consists of three word images: an anchor, a positive sample and a negative sample. Then, a CNN, taking
as input the generated triplets, is trained using a triplet-loss function. The training phase aims to minimize the
triplet-loss by creating an embedding space that maximizes the distance between word images associated with
different classes and minimizing the distance between word images associated with the same class. In the word
spotting step, inputs (query and reference words) are projected on the previously learned embedding space.
Then, the novel embedding features are matched using the Euclidean distance. Finally, the output is a list of a
retrieved words sorted by their distance to the query word.

Fig. 2: Principal steps the proposed approach.

3.1

Embedding space construction

The embedding space consists of creating a new feature space representation. Two major steps are needed: i)
Triplets generation and ii) Embedding space construction using CNN.
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Triplet CNN architecture A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a particular deep neural network
proposed in [23] to recognize objects. Afterwards, it was applied in several computer vision tasks such as
pedestrian detection and face recognition. CNN is generally composed of several layers of different types such
as convolutional layer, non-linear processing units and sub-sampling layers. In our approach, the architecture
network is comprised of three CNN instances with shared parameters. The input of the network is three images
(an anchor, a positive sample and a negative sample) with size of 60×110 pixels. Each instance takes as input
one sample from the triplet. Our CNN architecture is comprised of five convolutional layers, each of them is
followed by a ReLU activation layer (ReLU for "Rectified Linear Units"), and a pooling layer except the fourth
layer. In addition, the CNN contains a fully-connected (FC) layer with 1024 neurons, followed by a dropout
layer. The output of the fully-connected layer represents the inputs embedding. Fig.3 shows the detailed CNN
architecture.

Fig. 3: CNN architecture.

Triplet CNN Learning To train the CNN, we need to generate a triplet dataset. Each triplet consists of an
anchor, a positive sample and a negative sample, where (anchor, positive) are associated with the same class
and (anchor, negative) are associated with different classes. Regarding triplets generation, given the training
dataset, a set of image triplets (a, p, n) is generated: a is an anchor, p is a positive sample and n is a negative
sample. We define T = (a(i) , p(i) , n(i) ) as the set of all possible combinations of generated triplets (a, p, n). To
train the CNN over the generated triplets, a triplet-loss function is used. The latter was initially proposed in
[24]. During the training stage, the distance between the anchor and a positive sample input is minimized, while
the distance between the anchor and a negative sample is maximized. To do this, a global triplet-loss function
L(T ) should be minimized over all the dataset (Eq.1):
X
L(T ) =
max(0, loss + α)
(1)
(a,p,n)∈T

where: loss is a triplet-loss calculated on one triplet as following (Eq.2):
loss = kN et(a) − N et(n)k22 − kN et(a) − N et(p)k22

(2)

where: N et(.) is the neural network function converting an image into its embedding representation and α is a
empirically values, represents the margin enforced between positive and negative pairs.
3.2

Word spotting method

Fig.4 presents our word spotting process. The pre-segmented dataset is presented as a set of reference words.
First, the proposed thechnique takes as input a query word and a set of reference words. Then, it projects them
on the embedding space. Finally, it outputs all reference words that are similar to the query one.
After embedding space construction, a word image is represented by a dense vector corresponding to its projection on the embedding space. To match two word images, the Euclidean distance is calculated between their
embedding representations (Eq.3):
d = Euclidean(N et(q), N et(r))
(3)
where: q is the query word, r is a reference word. The process outputs a ranked list of reference words according
to their similarity to the query one.
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Fig. 4: Word spotting flowchart.

4
4.1

Experimental Results
Dataset

The Visual Media Lab Historical Documents dataset (VML-HD) is a recent dataset proposed in [25]. It consists
of five books with handwritten Arabic scripts from the years 1088-1451. The total pages number is 680 pages,
consisting of 121,636 sub-words. For each page, the bounding boxes are associated with the different sub-words.
Fig.5 shows examples from the used dataset. A word is identified as an entity having a meaning in a sentence.
It can be composed of one or more sub-words (Fig.5). Each bounding box is annotated with its corresponding
sequence of characters. In this paper, the difference between word and sub-word is not considered, and are
simply called "words".

(a) Example of pages from each book.

(b) Example of segmented data.

Fig. 5: Examples of images extracted from the VML-HD database.

4.2

Evaluation Protocol

To have a sound comparison with [5], the same evaluation protocol has been used. Only the first book is used
for training, and all the five books are used for testing. The first book is split into three sets: training, validation
and test where the test set consists of words completely different from words used in training. Table 1 describes
the first book dataset partition. For all stages, words and samples are randomly selected.

Table 1: First book dataset partition.
Dataset
Training
Validation
Test

#Words
144
80
21

#Samples/word
10
10
100

Triplets are generated from the training dataset that consists of 144 word classes. From each class, 10 samples
2
are randomly selected. There are C10
combinations of possible positive pairs, which only 42 are selected. For
each positive pair, we form 42 triplets by adding to this pairs randomly a negative sample from the other
word class samples and repeating the random addition 42 times. Finally, our training dataset is composed of
(144×42×42) triplets.
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In the training stage, Adam algorithm is used for optimization with learning rate 10−3 , a batch size of
dimension 512 and 100 epochs. All parameter values are empirically selected on the training dataset.
Our approach is evaluated according to two performance metrics: Precision at the top-K-retrievals P @K
[26] and the mean Average Precision mAP [27]. (P @K) is defined as the proportion of relevant items in the
top-K. An item is relevant if it is associated with the same word class as the query word (Eq.4).
P @K =

|Res[1..K] ∩ Rel|
K

(4)

where: Res[1..K] is the top K words returned by the process and Rel is the set of relevant words. The mAP
metric is defined as the mean Average Precision over all queries and all ranks K.
4.3

Results

Table 2 and Fig.6 present our results in terms of P @K and mAP compared to the Siamese based embedding
space [5]. In our knowledge, [5] is the only work evaluated on the VML-HD dataset.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6: Comparison of the performances of the Siamese and Triplet networks based on two metrics (a) mAP and
(b) P @K.

Table 2 and Fig.6 consist each of two sides. The left side reports the results according to the mAP metric,
while the right side reports the results according to the P @K metric. According to the P @K metric, only the
results related to the first five ranks are shown (from P @1 to P @5). Moreover, we reported the mean of P @K
for all the five books.

Table 2: Results according to mAP and P @K.
mAP
Book Siamese[5] Our approach
Book1
0.65
0.77
Book2
0.68
0.72
Book3
0.66
0.69
Book4
0.69
0.69
Book5
0.62
0.79
All
0.66
0.73

P @K
Siamese[5] Our approach
P@1
0.89
0.90
P@2
0.85
0.89
P@3
0.86
0.89
P@4
0.89
0.88
P@5
0.89
0.89
mP @K
0.87
0.89

Several observations could be drawn from the obtained results. The first observation concerns the results
according to the mAP metric. Our approach achieves an average improvement of 7% over all the 5 books
compared to [5]. This improvement varies from 0% to 17%. It is significant given the large size of the test
dataset.
The second observation concerns our obtained mAP that varies from one book to another. For example,
mAP for Book1 reaches a rate of 77% that is close to the best obtained mAP (79%). This is explained by the
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fact that our triplet-CNN model is learned only using document images from Book1. Similarly, at Book5, a
mAP of 79% is achieved. This result is explained by the type of book words. They are simple and composed
mostly of only two letters with a clear background. These characteristics can help the triplet-CNN to better
separate the words of this book than the other books.
The third observation is related to the obtained results according to P @K metric (right side of Fig.6). At
rank 1, our approach outperforms that based on the Siamese CNN by 1% over all the test dataset. Moreover,
at ranks 2 and 3, an improvement of 4% and 3% is respectively obtained. However, there is no improvement
at rank 4 and at rank 5. This may be explained by the small number of words used in the training phase. As
mentioned in [28], the triplet architecture performs much better with a large number of words in training, with
a small number of samples per word.
Even though a large number of words is used in our work (144 word classes with 10 samples for each word
class), corresponding to 254016 training triplets, such a number remains insufficient and it cannot be increased
any further since it has been limited by our GPU performance.

5

Conclusions

This paper studied the efficiency of learning feature representations to improve word spotting performance in the
context of Historical Arabic Documents. Building an embedding space has ensured the ability of a more effective
features extraction to describe word images. The proposed approach consists of two major steps. First, based
on a pre-segmented training dataset, we construct an embedding space using the triplet-loss in the context of a
convolutional neural network. Its construction aims to maximize the distance between word images associated
with different classes and minimize the distance between word images associated with the same class. Second,
to spot a query word, images are projected on the previously learned embedding space, and then matched via
the Euclidean distance. Despite the complexity of HAD in terms of backgrounds, writing styles variation, etc,
the experiments, performed on the VML-HD dataset, show that the Triplet CNN provides better results than
its immediate competitor, the Siamese CNN. Our future work includes the optimization of the Triplet CNN
performance by investigating the way to generate triplets. Moreover, we propose to investigate other similarity
functions to match the embedded feature representations. In addition, we will investigate other embedding
spaces like those produced by auto-encoders and we will perform experiments on different HAD datasets.
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